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Abstract 

Due to the ever-increasing use of advanced computer-based tools, such as 
Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) systems, and distributed 
working environment in the product development process, there are great 
requirements on integrating engineering analysis information coming from 
different domains and tools. The aim of this work is to improve the ability and 
efficiency of integrating engineering analysis information in such a distributed 
and heterogeneous information environment. 

In this work, modern database technology and CORBA, the standard for 
object-oriented distributed computing, play as the substantial supports to 
manage and communicate the information between the tools. Specifically, the 
work demonstrates how to utilize CORBA and multi-database management 
facilities to access and combine engineering analysis information between 
different tools through network. It also demonstrates how to use object-oriented 
database query language to pose queries to retrieve engineering information in 
the database. Active peer-to-peer database technology is used in this work to 
actively distribute and synchronize engineering information between engineers 
working concurrently at different locations. 

Keywords 

product development process, engineering analysis information, integration, 
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1 Introduction 

Keen competition in modem industry motivates companies to produce better 
products in shorter lead-time. In addition low cost is another key factor that 
leads commercial success of a product. In the last decade, rapid development and 
implementation of computer technologies have had great impact on the product 
development process. In the engineering area, the widely-used advanced 
computer-based tools enable engineers to design, analyze, simulate and test 
products by means of digital prototyping in the early phase of the product 
development process, and therefore dramatically help companies to produce 
better products with lower cost in shorter time. 

In practice, product design is often a complex work where several computer 
programs from different domains need to be involved. These programs normally 
need to combine, exchange, and share relevant product data to each other. For 
instance, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) may use geometrical data from a solid model and loads from a  Multibody  
System  (MBS)  to perform structural analysis and fluid analysis. 

The integration of engineering information becomes a more and more 
important issue in the product development process. However it is difficult to 
perfectly realize it due to some of the characteristics of engineering information: 

• Heterogeneity. Programs use their own formats (domain specific or 
application specific) to store information and run on different operating 
systems and hardware. 

• Distribution. With the development of computer network technology, a 
trend of engineering information systems has evolved from central 
systems towards distributed systems. Users, computer programs and data 
are distributed and dynamic. 

This thesis deals with integration of engineering analysis information in the 
product development process. The research question is formulated as: 

How to exchange, share and integrate engineering analysis information in the 
product development process? 

The aim of the work is to improve the ability and efficiency of integrating 
engineering analysis information. Prototyping systems consisting of Mechanical 
Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) system and active mediating Database 
Management System (DBMS) are built by implementing relevant technologies. 

In this work the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
enable engineering data such  MBS  data to be directly accessed through network 
and be combined with data in other engineering analysis tools such as MCAE 
systems regardless of the host, programming language and operating system, as 
seen in Paper A,  B  and  C.  By embedding the mediating database management 
system into the MCAE system, the integration is accomplished at the query 
language level. This means that engineering applications not only gain general 
database capabilities such as storage management, uniform data model, query 
language and query processing, but also the high flexibility to retrieve and 
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combine data from different representations and data sources. The data 
exchange does not need file transfer, as seen in Paper  B  and  C.  In addition, this 
work presents an active database approach to enable exchange of engineering 
information among distributed team members in a timely manner. The 
distributed information is automatically synchronized between different places 
using database Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule and mediation. Only the 
changes are distributed to other places, which minimise the information transfer 
and enhance the performance. Members working at different locations can 
therefore interactively manipulate the same set of information at the same time, 
as seen in Paper  C.  More detailed conclusions of each paper are drawn in 
chapter 3. 

2 Technologies for the Integration of Engineering 
Information 

In the product development process, different information systems have 
different ways of managing data. In order to facilitate the information 
integration, a number of technologies have been developed, from modern 
database technology to protocols and standards such as CORBA, DCOM, RNII, 
STEP and IGES. In this section, some relevant technologies are briefly 
described. 

2.1 Modern Database Technology 
Related research works [1-6] have shown that modern database technology 
could be a key technology to support integration of engineering information. 
Some database features such as object-oriented data models, active rules, 
database wrapper-mediators, can meet the requirements put by advanced 
engineering applications, for instance, more complex structures for objects, 
longer-duration transactions, and new data types for storing images. Database 
technology has been extensively used in all the three papers. 

2.1.1 Object-Oriented Data Model 
Engineering applications have more complicated requirements such as more 
complicated data structures, representations and operations which are beyond 
the capability of traditional database management systems. Figure 1 shows an 
example of a simplified structure of  MBS  analysis data which has some typical 
characteristics of engineering applications, e.g. object hierarchy, associated 
procedures. Moreover, composite objects, unique object identifiers and object 
encapsulation are often required by engineering applications as well [7]. 
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Object-Oriented Database Management Systems (00DBMSs) were 
proposed to meet these complex requirements. OODBMS support object-
oriented data models, which are richer and more extensible data models and 
naturally fit with the object-oriented data structure as found in engineering data. 
The current research trend in database community is on the Object-Relational 
Database Management Systems (ORDBMS) [8]. ORDBMS combines 
important features of the object data model and languages into the relational 
data model. It therefore has features from both RDBMS and OODBMS, e.g. 
object identifier, query language supporting object-oriented data models, 
triggers, etc. 

2.1.2 Active Database Management System 

Many engineering applications are event-driven [9], i.e. need to response to 
events in a timely manner. Active Database Management Systems (ADBMS) 
provide an event-driven rule processing capability to meet this requirement. 
They can perform certain operations automatically in response to certain events 
occurring or when certain conditions being satisfied [10]. 

Active database technology uses active rules, called Event-Condition-Action 
(ECA) rules, as an integral feature to monitor events that are specified in the 
rules declaration. When the event occurs and the conditions are satisfied, the 
corresponding actions are executed. Hence, active database systems can 
recognize specific situations and react to them without direct explicit user or 
application requests [11]. 

Related works [12-16] have shown that active database is particularly useful 
in timely, event-driven and safety-critical applications such as computer 
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integrated manufacturing  (CIM),  telecommunications network management, 
air-traffic control. 

2.1.3 Database Wrapper-Mediator Approach 

Database wrapper-mediator approach was introduced in [17]. The point is to 
integrate heterogeneous data by adding wrapper-mediator between data sources 
and applications, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2, Wrapper-mediator architecture 

Wrappers are source specific, which provide access to the data in the data 
sources using a common data model (CDM) and a common query language. 
Mediators are domain specific, which provide coherent views of the data in the 
data sources by performing semantic reconciliation of the CDM data 
representations provided by wrappers [18]. Some advantages of the approach are: 

• Support decentralized architectures  
• Easier and more flexible to build, understand, and maintain 
• Refine information from one or more sources (can be mediators 

themselves) 
• Provide user-defined view 
• Semantic integration (e.g., filtering, merging, renaming) 

2.1.4 AMOS!! Database Management System 

The database management system used in this work is AMOS II - Active 
Mediator Object System, which is an object-relational database management 
system developed by Professor Tore R.isch at Uppsala Database Laboratory [19]. 

AMOS II is built upon an extensible object-oriented data model which 
makes it easier to handle complex data structures such as engineering data. 
AMOSQL is an object-oriented query language for AMOS II used for defining, 
populating, querying and updating the database. AMOSQL has roots in the 
functional query languages OSQL and DAPLEX with extensions of mediation 
primitives, multi-directional foreign functions, late binding, active rules, etc. In 
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addition, it is main-memory resident (to achieve good performance) and light 
weight so that it can be embedded into other systems by using its  C,  Java, or 
Lisp interfaces to enhance the systems with common database functionalities 
such as storage management, query language, query processing, etc. 

Furthermore, through its multi-database facilities many distributed AMOS II 
systems can interoperate, meaning that it is possible to exchange data between 
different AMOS II systems and to mediate semantically heterogeneous data. 
Several wrappers have been developed to access external data such as relational 
database, )(NIL files and STEP/EXPRESS files. 

2.2 CORBA 
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), which is being 
standardized by the Object Management Group [20], is one of the most 
important distributed computing infrastructures to support integration, share, 
and exchange of information, especially concerning object technology. It is 
widely used in the areas of manufacturing, software and telecommunication 
such as Boeing,  LG,  Cisco and Nokia [21]. CORBA enables invocations of 
methods on distributed objects residing anywhere on a network as if they were 
local objects. Its central component, Object Request Broker (ORB), 
encompasses all the communication infrastructures necessary to identify and 
locate objects, handle connection management, and deliver data. 

CORBA describes functionality of an object by Interface Definition 
Language (IDL), which is a host dependent and declarative language and has 
mapping standards to major programming language, such as  C, C++,  Java and 
Lisp. CORBA therefore provides programmers a transparent way to 
communicate objects in a heterogeneous, distributed environment without 
considering hosts, operating systems and programming languages. 

2.3 STEP 
As an important related technology, the Standard for the Exchange of Product 
Model data (STEP) [22] is mentioned in this section though it has not been 
directly used in the work. 

Since engineering applications generally have their own proprietary file 
formats, the common way to exchange data in the early days was direct 
translation between the systems and the translators are normally offered by 
application vendors. Using direct translator often yields good exchange results 
[23], but as shown in Figure 3 (a), the disadvantage is also obvious: 

• A large number of interfaces need to be written when many applications 
are involved, and a unique pair of translators is needed for every version of 
every combination of applications. 

• The user is dependent on software vendors to maintain this almost infinite 
combination of new version applications. 

In short, the maintenance of all these translators needs extreme amount of work. 
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Figure 3, Two methods of data exchange. 
(a) direct translation,  (b)  data sharing 

STEP is a well-known ISO standard aiming at facilitating the exchange and 
share of the total information used to define an industrial product. It is a much 
broader standard than data interchange standards such as the Initial Graphics 
Exchange Specification (IGES) since it is intended to neutrally and 
system-independently describe products throughout their lifecycle including 
engineering, manufacturing and support data [24-27]. The nature of this 
description makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis 
for implementing and sharing product databases and archiving, as shown in 
Figure 3  (b).  

STEP consists of a group of parts and application protocols which are a 
collection of working documents that addressing varying disciplines. For 
instance part 11 defines the information modelling language — EXPRESS, which 
is used to specify the normative part of all the information models in STEP. 
STEP uses Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI) to address the storage and 
retrieval of data between an application and a database according to an 
EXPRESS schema. 

3 Summary of the Papers 

3.1 Paper A: 
Haoxue Ma and Romain Babelon, Integration of a  Multibody  System Analysis Tool 
and a CAD System, Product Models 2000, November 7-8, 2000,  Linköping,  
Sweden 

This paper focuses on engineering information sharing, more precisely 
concerning orientation information of a  Multibody  System  (MBS).  The 
methods of calculating and plotting  MBS  data, by means of database query 
language, in  MBS  analysis tool, and combing the data with CAD system using 
its API are described. The example shows an industrial  MBS  model being 
simulated in an  MBS  analysis tool, and then the orientation information of its 
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various components being passed over to the CAD system. Therefore, the  MBS  
analysis results, which are numerically represented in the  MBS  tool, can be 
combined with CAD geometry data and graphically visualized in the CAD 
system, as shown in Figure 4. This work shows how a commercial CAD system 
and a  MBS  tool can be integrated in an engineering analysis environment. It 
will also be the platform for the next step where the  MBS  and CAD system will 
be integrated in a more general way based on object-relational mediation 
technique, as seen in Paper  B.  

Figure 4, IVIES data visualization 

Keywords: 
data sharing, multibody analysis tool, CAD system, orientation information 

3.2 Paper  B:  
Haoxue Ma and  Kjell  Orsborn, Integration of  Multibody  System Analysis 
Information Based on Database Technology, the 3rd International Conference on 
Engineering Computational Technology, Prague, Czech Republic, September 
4-6 2002 

Based on the results achieved in Paper A, this paper presents how modern 
database technology can be used to facilitate the integration of product data, 
specifically information concerning multibody system  (MBS)  analysis. Through 
the examples provided, this paper shows how to use multi-database facilities to 
combine  MBS  data between different engineering analysis tools through 
network; How to access  MBS  data by using a CORBA-based client-server 
model. Furthermore, it shows how to use database query language to pose 
queries to retrieve  MBS  information that is stored in the embedded database. A 
prototyping system for integration of  MBS  data is built, as shown in Figure 5. It 
consists of an object-relation multi-database management system, a IVIES analysis 
tool and a commercial MCAE software. 
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Figure  5, The  prototyping  system for integration  of  MBS  analysis  data 

The benefits of this work include: 
• By using multi-database facilities and CORBA,  MBS  data produced by  

MBS  analysis tools can be directly accessed through network and be 
combined with data in other engineering analysis tools, such as MCAE 
systems. 

• The integration of the systems is accomplished at the query language 
level, meaning that the two systems are seamlessly integrated and no file 
transfers are needed. 

• NIBS data can be stored entirely without losing information since the 
extensible object-oriented data model naturally fits with the 
object-oriented data structure as found in engineering data. 

• All the data is immediately accessible through the query language, 
meaning that users have high flexibility to retrieve and combine the data 
that originate from different representations and data sources from 
different domains. This is much harder to achieve in, for example, the 
MCAE system itself. 

Keywords: 
data integration, query language, database management system, CORBA, 
multibody system analysis 

3.3 Paper  C:  
Haoxue Ma and Henrik  Johansson,  Distribution and Synchronization of Engineering 
Information Using an Active Peer-to-Peer Mediating Database Management System, to 
be submitted 

In engineering collaborative work, team members working with engineering 
analysis tools, such as Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) 
systems, need to share and exchange design ideas. This work presents an active 
database management system approach to enable exchange of engineering 
information among distributed team members in a timely manner. 

By embedding a database management system that supports ECA database 
rules, peer-to-peer model and data mediation, changes made in one MCAE 
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system are actively identified and only the changes are distributed to other peer 
MCAE systems. Therefore, the data that resides in the distributed MCAE 
systems is automatically synchronized. The architecture of the prototyping 
system is shown in Figure 6. 

peer 1 
	

peer 2 

Figure 6, The architecture for distributing and synchronizing 
engineering information using an active P2P mediating DBMS 

Some benefits for the product development include the followings: 

• This approach improves the design work efficiency since the necessary 
data transfer is minimized by sending only the changes to other team 
members. This differs from the traditionally approach where team 
members distribute the model file among one another. It is time 
consuming if the models are large or there are many members, because 
every time the model is changed (even if the changes are minor) the 
whole model has to be transferred. 

• This approach ensures all the team members have up-to-date information 
as ECA rules actively monitor the data, and database mediators 
immediately response the inter-database requests. This is particularly 
useful for the time-critical or event-driven applications. 

• The performance of data change identification can be high because it is 
in the main memory that the data is resident and the operations are 
executed. This is suitable to performance-critical engineering applications. 

• Differs from the approach where members have limited access to 
remotely change information which is transferred by screen-image-
transfer software and controlled by the remote host, this method offers 
team members the full access to the data since the data is resident locally. 

Keywords: 

active database management system, ECA database rule, data mediation, data 
synchronization, engineering information 
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3.4 Relationship of the Papers 

Table 1 shows the relationship of the papers to the different technologies 
mentioned above. 

CORBA 
object- 

oriented data 
model 

object-oriented 
query language 

multi-database 
facilities 

active 
database 

Paper A  X X X  
Paper  B X X X X  
Paper  C X X X X X  

Table 1, the relationship of the papers to different technologies 

4 Conclusions and Discussion 
Advanced computer-based tools are rapidly developed and widely used in the 
product development process nowadays. Using such tools makes it easier for 
companies to develop better products in shorter time to meet customers' 
requirements. As today's products are becoming more complicated, design and 
analysis work normally need to involve several computer programs from 
different engineering domains and they often need to exchange and share 
relevant product data. In addition, both companies and projects are becoming 
more distributed due to the increasing use of computer network. Information 
integration in such a heterogeneous and distributed environment is therefore 
becoming a more important issue in the product development process. 

This work deals with integration of engineering analysis information in the 
product development process. The aim is to improve the ability and efficiency 
of information integration. In this work, different kinds of relevant technologies, 
such as modern database technology and Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture (CORBA) are discussed, investigated and implemented to facilitate 
the integration of engineering analysis information. 

Three prototyping systems, which consist of MCAE system, active object-
relational P2P mediating database management system and multibody system, 
have been built, as described in Paper A,  B  and  C.  Some conclusions of this 
work can be summarized as the followings: 

• By using CORBA and multi-database facilities, engineering data such as  
MBS  data can be directly accessed through network and be combined 
into other engineering analysis tools, such as MCAE systems. For 
instance, the  MBS  analysis result which numerically represented in the  
MBS  tool can be graphically visualized in the MCAE system 

• By embedding the mediating database management system into the 
MCAE system, the integration is accomplished at the query language 
level. Therefore, engineering applications not only gain general database 
capabilities such as storage management, uniform data model, query 
language and query processing, but also the high flexibility to retrieve 
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and combine data from different representations and data sources. The 
data exchange does not need file transfer. These are much harder to 
achieve in, for example, the MCAE system itself. 

• In engineering collaborative work, database ECA rules and mediator 
facilities can be used to enable exchange of engineering information 
among distributed team members in a timely manner. This improves the 
design work efficiency since the necessary data transfer is minimized by 
sending only the changes, and main-memory resident database identifies 
data changes with high performance. Active database facilities also ensure 
that all the members have the latest product data. 

5 Future Work 
Some research work can be identified for the future work to improve the 
information integration, specifically 

• Adding STEP layer. A large benefit can be gained by adding STEP 
standard between engineering applications and DBMS as STEP provides 
widely-accepted and mature data representation for engineering data to 
be accessed, combined and exchanged from applications. However 
considerations on balancing data representation and data processing 
between STEP and database technology should be further addressed in 
order to both represent and process data efficiently. 

• More completed mechanisms shall be developed to handle dynamic 
situations in terms of data distribution and synchronization. For instance, 
how to bring users up-to-date when they start the design work at 
different levels. Besides, version control ability and more kinds of 
engineering data synchronization should be further addressed. 
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Abstract 

The work presented in this paper is the first step in the integration of a  
Multibody  System Analysis (MSA) tool and a CAD system. Through the 
practical example described, a multibody system from industry, it is 
shown how the MSA data has been produced in a MSA tool and how the 
data has been imported to a CAD system via the CAD API. The analysis 
data that is represented numerically in the MSA tool can therefore be 
examined graphically in the CAD system. This work shows how a 
commercial CAD system and a MSA tool can be integrated in an 
engineering analysis environment, and will be the platform for the next 
step where the MSA tool and the CAD system will be integrated in a 
more general way on the basis of the object-relational mediation 
technique. In the prototype system developed in this work, the CAD 
system 1-DEAS  is used as the tool for solid modelling and animation, 
and MECHAMOS is used for analysis and preparation of MSA data. 

Keywords 

integration, CAD, MSA, API,  Multibody  System 

1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of computer-based engineering design 

and analysis environments, more and more complex engineering 
problems can be solved using advanced computer aided tools such as 
Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing 
(CAM), Finite Element Analysis (PEA) and  Multibody  System Analysis 
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(MSA). Often, several computer tools are used together to deal with one 
practical engineering problem. These tools can be used successfully one 
by one, but the great benefits are gained through system integration, 
where data created or changed in one application can immediately be 
used in the other steps of the development process [I]. For example, 
PEA may need to combine geometrical data from a CAD model and 
loads from a MSA model to perform an analysis of a structure. 

The role of MSA in product development is becoming more and more 
important. To handle large and complex MSA models, many analysis 
tools have been developed. When designing a mechanical system, the 
dynamic behaviour of a product is one of the main concerns. It is 
therefore important that the simulation tools used for the analysis of 
dynamic behaviour of a product in different disciplines can be integrated. 

Application-specific integration is one way to integrate systems, see 
Figure la. However, a large number of interfaces need to be written 
when many applications are involved. Interfaces also need to be replaced 
for each new version of an application, and the required number of 
interfaces grows exponentially with the number of applications [2]. By 
using a central database, see Figure lb, the required number of interfaces 
can be significantly reduced. 

Figure I. Integrated system and the main area of interest of this work 

This paper focuses on engineering data integration. More precisely by 
using the CAD API, MSA information from a MSA tool can be imported 
into a CAD system. The MSA data is produced by a simulation run in 
the MSA tool. The motions of bodies that are represented numerically in 
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the MSA tool can be visualized in the CAD system. This is a good way 
to examine MSA data, to visually check problems such as incorrect key 
dimensions of MSA components, unexpected kinematic trajectories and 
possible interferences between components, etc. This work is the first 
step in the integration of these two systems. The final goal is a tight 
integration of the two systems where data can be requested and accessed 
entirely through object-relational query language. 

2. Requirements for the systems to be integrated 
In order to fulfil the final goal of this work — a tight integration of the 

two systems - the systems to be integrated should have the following 
characteristics: 

2.1 CAD system 

There are a large number of CAD systems available that engineers 
can take advantage of to deal with different kinds of engineering 
problems. Some CAD systems focus mainly on 2D drawing whilst others 
consist of a number of software modules supporting complicated 
engineering activities such as solid modelling,  FEM,  CFD, etc. CAD 
systems suitable for this work should include features like the following: 

- Solid modelling. This is a prerequisite for computer integrated 
manufacturing [2], as solid models can be used by many 
downstream activities. In the case of integration of MSA tools and 
CAD systems, solid modelling provides the necessary information, 
e.g. mass and inertia properties, required by the MSA tools. It also 
provides the geometrical information about components needed for 
animation. 

- Assembly modelling. An assembly is a modelling entity that 
combines individual solids into a logical hierarchy that relates to the 
spatial packaging of the physical assembly itself. In this work 
assemblies are used to visualize the complete assembly of solid 
models, to calculate interferences and unexpected kinematic 
trajectories. 
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- CAD API. In order to integrate with MSA tools, CAD systems 
should have an application programming interface (API) to both 
access and manipulate the CAD database, where a complete set of 
data required by the MSA tools is stored, and to communicate with 
other external applications. 

2.2  Multibody  system analysis tool 
Clearly the MSA tool used in this project should have the basic 

functionality required for multibody system analysis. The tool should 
also give the possibility to manage assemblies, to perform numerical 
integration of the solids' motion, and to enable the numerical results to 
be visualised using some plotting facilities. 

The MSA tool should also enable users and developers to easily 
access and retrieve assembly data and computational results. The reason 
for this is that the easier the data is to retrieve and to put in a neutral 
format, the easier it is to share it with another software. 

3. The systems chosen for this work 
The systems chosen for this work are the commercial CAD system 

1-DEAS  [3] and MECHAMOS [4] - a MSA tool based on an object-
relational database management system. The CAD system is used as the 
tool for solid modelling, assembly modelling and animation. The MSA 
tool is used for analysis and preparation of MSA data. 

3.1 1-DEAS  

1-DEAS,  which is developed by SDRC (Structural Dynamics 
Research Corporation), is one of the leading CAD systems for 
mechanical design on the market. It is composed of a number of software 
modules that can be used to deal with various engineering applications, 
e.g. solid modelling, assembly modelling, tolerance analysis,  FEM  
simulation, etc. 

Open 1-DEAS  (CH) [5], the 1-DEAS  API, is one of the 1-DEAS  Open 
Architecture components. It provides users with  C++  based routines to 
directly access the 1-DEAS  database. With  OJ,  geometry and simulation 
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data in 1-DEAS  can be directly accessed and user-defined attributes can 
be associated with 1-DEAS  entities.  OJ  enables users to create 
applications that communicate with 1-DEAS  section via Orbix, which is 
an implementation of the CORBA [6] standard. 

All these features provide 1-DEAS  with the possibility of 
customizing, extending its capabilities and tightly integrating with other 
application tools. 

3.2 MECHAMOS 

MECHAMOS is a MSA tool based on the object-relational database 
management system (ORDBMS) AMOS II [7]. Object-relational 
database technology enables the users to define object-oriented data 
structures and to manipulate and retrieve the data using advanced query 
facilities. In MECHAMOS all the data concerning the assembly models 
is fully and easily accessible through the query language and can be put 
into a suitable form for further analysis. 

MECHAMOS has actually been created by the combination and 
integration of three different tools: 

- The database management system AMOS II: an object-oriented 
structure is defined in an AMOS database. 

- The symbolic mathematical software MAPLE, and especially the  
SOPHIA  [8] package of functions for MSA. 

- The numerical mathematical software  MATLAB.  

The database structure manages the structures of mechanisms, 
symbolic equations defming the system's behaviour and numerical 
sequences resulting from the numerical integration of the movement. 

MAPLE is used to produce the equations of motion of the dynamic 
systems. These equations are produced from a set of elementary 
equations entered by the user: the number of degrees of freedom in the 
system, the relative position of the different bodies, the forces applied on 
the system, the masses, and the moments of inertia, etc. 
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MATLAB  is mainly used for the numerical integration of the 
equations of motion produced by MAPLE and to display the numerical 
results (plotting facilities). 

The main idea behind MECHAMOS is that simulation is initiated by 
database queries. The query language used is AMOSQL, a variant of 
traditional OSQL [9]. AMOSQL was specifically developed for object-
relational systems. 

Once a mechanical model is defined in MECHAMOS, the user of the 
package only needs to make queries to retrieve information concerning 
the system's behaviour. If the information asked for cannot be found in 
the database, i.e. it has not been computed yet, it will be automatically 
calculated by the system. For example the following query: 

SELECT applot_o( "omega", max(S) ,  N)  
FROM MSA_numeric  N,  scalar_sequence S 
WHERE name( model_oid(N) ) = "Sliding Pendulum" 
AND S = numseq(  "q  1 " ,  N);  

is made by a user who wants to see the effect of a parameter 'omega' on 
a coordinate (11' , while studying a model named 'Sliding Pendulum'. 
Thus, user asks the system to plot, for each value of 'omega', the 
maximum value reached by ̀ q.1' during a movement. 

What will actually happen in the system is that it will produce the 
equations of motion of the model named Sliding Pendulum. These 
equations will then be integrated for all the different parameter values for 
omega defined in the database. For each of these simulations the system 
will extract the maximum value reached by the generalized coordinate 
ql during the integration. The results will eventually be displayed in a 
plot. In this example, one single query launches several simulations. 

4. Integration of the MSA tool and the CAD system 
The most common way of linking applications together is by 

interfacing [10]. This paper presents an entity-level interfacing. The 
following sections describe the procedure for interfacing the two 
systems. 
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4.1 Preparation of the MSA data 

The whole process of data preparation is rather straightforward, as is 
shown below: 

- A classical integration of the equations of motion for a certain 
numerical set of parameters, e.g. integration time, precision of the 
integrator, numerical values of the various parameters. This 
integration returns the values of the general coordinate describing 
the system (in MECHAMOS the MSA system state is described by 
a set of general coordinates). 

- The  MATLAB  integration solver that is used to obtain numerical 
results changes its time step throughout the integration process. 
Since the CAD tools, including 1-DEAS,  replay sequences with a 
constant frame rate, numerical values need to be calculated with a 
fixed time interval. Thus the  MATLAB  results are interpolated to 
obtain a fixed time interval. 

- The 1-DEAS  API conditions the data describing the state of the 
assembly to be sent under the format of transformation matrices (i.e. 
rotation + translation) for each body of the assembly. Thus, the 
symbolic equations of the position vectors and rotation matrices are 
extracted from MECHAMOS. 

- Finally the transformation matrices are calculated with a fixed step 
and written to a file. 

The process described here is also shown in Figure 2. The process is 
launched from within MECHAMOS, and one single MECHAMOS 
function performs all these operations. 

4.2 Simulation of the MSA data 

The procedure for simulation of the MSA data is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Procedure for simulating the MSA data 

4.2.1 Build solid models 

In order to perform the simulation, the solid models of the assembly 
need to be built in a CAD system. To simplify the designer's task, the 
outlines of the solid models of the CAD system and the MSA tool can be 
slightly different. However, the geometric relations among the model 
joints, e.g. the relative positions of the various joints of the components, 
must be identical. 

4.2.2 Define assembly 

In 1-DEAS  each assembly defines, or embodies, two important 
modelling relationships: the spatial configuration (orientation) of 
instances and the non-spatial hierarchy of subassemblies and parts. The 
instances of solid models need to be added to the hierarchical structure. 
The information about the spatial configuration of instances can be 
automatically stored in the 1-DEAS  database, while MSA data is 
imported to 1-DEAS  using  OJ.  

4.2.3 Data importing 

A program based on  C++  and  OJ  routines is the interface between 
MECHAMOS and 1-DEAS.  User-defined attributes, in this case MSA 
data, can be tightly integrated with 1-DEAS  entities, in this case the 
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instances of solid models. The program populates the 1-DEAS  database 
with configurations, i.e. the spatial orientation of instances. The new data 
is created on the basis of the MSA data. 1-DEAS  users can then use the 
standard functions to visualize the animation, which is based on a set of 
configurations. 

5. Example — lifting subsystem of a wheel loader 
The lifting subsystem of a wheel loader, see Figure 4, is the test case 

presented in this paper. The lifting subsystem is composed of a bucket 
supported by two identical articulated arms. Two hydraulic pistons 
govern the movements of the arms. The arms' components are connected 
by joints. 

Figure 5 shows a side view of the mechanism. Only one of the two 
articulated arms is represented. The named points represent the location 
of the joints connecting the solid components. It can be noted that the 
three points 0,  P  and  E  are some interface points between the lifting 
system and the main chassis of the loader. These points were considered 
grounded in this study. For the simulation a half-system was modelled: it 
consists of a 2D model of the system with a single lifting arm. Another 
approximation is that the bodies are stiff. 

Eight generalized coordinates define the state of the system. They are 
the following: 2 translations and 6 rotations corresponding to the 
translations of the 2 pistons and to the rotations at the 6 joints. These 
coordinates describe the system completely since the position vectors 
and rotation angles of all components can be derived from them. 

However, these coordinates (ql, , q8) are redundant, since the 
system state can be totally defined by the two pistons' positions. All the 
eight generalized coordinates are used, instead of only two, to describe 
the position of the bodies because the equations turn out to be simpler. It 
is easier for a user to initiate the system in this way. Still, the only 
variables are the derivatives of two coordinates when deriving these 
eight generalized coordinates. The other derivatives can be automatically 
calculated using the first two coordinates. 
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Figure 4. Lifting subsystem of a wheel loader 

Figure 5. A 2D representation of lifting unit 

The system state is represented by a state vector  (ut,  u2, ql, ... q8), ul 
and u2 being the derivatives of the coordinates ql and q2, respectively. 
The result obtained after mathematical treatment and simulation in 
MECHAMOS is a series of state vectors defining the system state at 
different time steps. 

The procedure 'animate', shown previously, was used to export the 
simulation results. The result was a file with the transformation matrices 
of the different solids of the system at different times. 
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The solid models of the components are built in 1-DEAS.  As 
discussed in Section 4.2.1 the geometric relationships of the 1-DEAS  
model joints match those of the MSA models in order to precisely match 
the orientation of each component. The assembly is defined and all 
instances of the solid models are put into the hierarchical structure of the 
assembly in 1-DEAS.  

By running the interface program, the bodies' orientation information 
described in the MSA data file is transferred to 1-DEAS,  and 
configurations and animation are created. 

There are two CAD constraint-related issues that need to be clarified: 

- The way in which constraints are used in CAD systems is not 
always suitable for MSA tools. It should be noted that it is difficult 
to constrain a large assembly in a complete and unambiguous way 
in CAD systems, e.g. when designing an assembly it is not 
uncommon that the assemblies or their subassemblies are over-
constrained or under-constrained. Currently it is not easy to 
properly apply CAD constraints to MSA tools, as 'ill-constrained' 
assemblies could cause the data of MSA motions to be calculated 
incorrectly. 

- When the data in the MSA file is imported into a CAD system, the 
instances will be moved one by one to the positions defined in the 
MSA result file. However, movement of individual instance will 
conflict with the current spatial configuration of the instance 
defined by its assembly constraints. If the assembly constraints are 
active, each instance will be re-located again by its assembly 
constraints and the behaviours of the instances may be 
unpredictable. For this reason, the assembly constraints are 
redundant and should be 'ignored' or 'unused' while the MSA data 
is imported into the CAD system. 

6. Conclusions and discussion 
This paper describes the first step in the integration of a  Multibody  

System Analysis tool and a CAD system, and clarifies CAD constraint-
related issues that need to be addressed during the integration. Through 
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the example described — the lifting subsystem of a wheel loader — it is 
shown how the MSA data is produced in a MSA tool and how the data is 
imported into a CAD system via the CAD API. In the particular case 
studied it gives the possibilities to: 

- visualize in terms of motions of solid models, the numerical results 
from the multibody system analysis 

- share more accurate pre-analysed MSA information from other 
MSA tools with CAD 

- be the foundation for the next step, where the MSA and the CAD 
system will be integrated in a more general way on the basis of the 
object-relational mediation technique 

The next step in the integration of the two systems will be to  
bi-directionally transfer more complex information without the support 
of any intermediate file. To fulfil these requirements, the object-
relational mediation technique should be made available to the CAD 
system; i.e. by means of AMOSQL queries CAD users should have the 
possibility to directly read and manipulate the MECHAMOS database 
and CAD data queried directly from MECHAMOS, see Figure 6. 

MechAmos  

AMOSQL 

Loose 	Equations }Loose 
Coupling 	of motion 	coupling 

\ \".... 	
(mex-file) 

Figure 6. Integration of MECHAMOS and CAD 

In this scenario, both applications will share data, since they can 
directly store and extract information from the same set of databases. 
The ORDBMS and its query language will make it possible for 
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non-expert database programmers to enjoy the benefits of object oriented 
databases. 
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Abstract 

The integration of data from distributed and heterogeneous data sources is an 
important issue in the product development process. This paper shows how modem 
database technology can be used to facilitate the integration of engineering 
information, specifically concerning multibody system  (MBS)  analysis information, 
in this process. Through the example provided, it shows how to use an 
object-relational multi-database management system as an embedded database to 
integrate and manage  MBS  analysis information. It is further shown how to obtain  
MBS  analysis information from an engineering data source over the Internet using a 
middleware-based client-server model. By integrating an object-relational  multi-
database  management system, engineering applications not only gain general 
database capabilities such as, storage management, query language, query 
processing, and transactions, but also the possibility of combining data from 
different representations and data sources. 

Keywords: multibody system, data integration, query language, object-relational 
multi-database management system, embedded database, distributed and 
heterogeneous, data source, middleware. 

1 Introduction 

Computer-based tools and methods have become important means of design, 
simulation, and manufacturing in the product development process. Today, many 
companies function as global enterprises where nearly all the work is distributed and 
located worldwide. Consequently large amounts of heterogeneous and distributed 
engineering data are produced. Furthermore, Computer-based analysis activities 
within different analysis domains normally need to combine, exchange, and share 
relevant product data to each other. For instance, finite element analysis (FEA) and 
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computational fluid dynamics (CFD) may need to use geometrical data from a solid 
model and loads from a multibody system to perform structural analysis and fluid 
analysis. This trend is ever increasing. Product development therefore requires 
product information to be communicated and integrated between computer-based 
analysis tools in an engineering information system (EIS) consisting of a globally 
distributed and heterogeneous computing environment. 

Relational database technology has been in the market for about twenty years 
having a very strong market share. This success is partly gained by the support of 
the standardized query language SQL. Relational database management systems 
(RDBMSs) were originally developed for handling administrative and business 
information but have also been applied for managing product data [1]. However, in 
comparison to these traditional administrative database applications, scientific and 
engineering applications usually involve models and analysis methods of higher 
complexity. These applications have requirements and characteristics that differ 
from those of traditional administrative database applications, such as more complex 
structures for objects, longer-duration transactions, new data types for storing 
images. This indicates that traditional database management systems (DBMSs) are 
unsuitable to represent and handle these kinds of data. One way to efficiently 
manage engineering data is to use object-relational database management system 
where object-oriented approach offers the flexibility to handle some of these 
requirements without being limited by the data types and query languages available 
in traditional database systems [1, 2]. 

Data that need to be integrated are normally distributed and located worldwide on 
various computing platforms. This makes it difficult to integrate data between 
different engineering applications. Software that provides a link between disparate 
applications running on different hosts connected to a network is called middleware. 
Middleware provides services for developing client/server applications and 
communication across different platforms. Using middleware approach to realize the 
integration of engineering information is one of the desirable ways. Hence, users can 
access and integrate engineering data via networks regardless of the hardware or 
software being used. 

Related works have shown that database technology could be a key technology to 
support engineering data integration [3, 4, 5]. However, DBMSs in these works are 
mainly used as persistent storage for a specific application, to store and access 
relational data. More advanced operations to use a query language to query, 
combine, filter, and exchange data between distributed DBMSs are not available. 

This paper presents how modern database technology can be used to facilitate the 
integration of engineering data and applications. More specifically, the application 
domain concerns information integration in multibody system analysis. By 
integrating database technology, engineering applications gain general database 
capabilities such as storage management, uniform data model, meta data, query 
language, query processing, and transactions. The technology further support a 
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query-language-based access to remote data, that is a key element to provide 
sharing, exchange and combination of data in a distributed and heterogeneous EIS. It 
is further shown how to obtain  MBS  analysis information from an engineering data 
source over the Internet using a middleware-based client-server model. 

2 	Integration of Engineering Information 

A prototyping system using the multi-database management system architecture is 
being developed for integrating  MBS  analysis information, as shown in Figure 1. 
The system consists of the object-relational database management system AMOS II 
[6],  MBS  analysis tool MECHAMOS [7], the Mechanical Computer Aided 
Engineering (MCAE) system 1-DEAS  [8], and GOOVI [9] - a general 
object-oriented graphical browser for the AMOS II database. Here, AMOS II is 
embedded within 1-DEAS  via MyApplication — an in-house developed interface 
program written in  C++.  The intension to develop this system is to find out how to 
integrate engineering information, specifically concerning  MBS  analysis 
information, using an ORDBMS. Details of the system are explained in section 3. 

MECHAMOS 

Figure 1. The scenario of an integrated engineering information system using the 
AMOSII multi-database management system architecture 

2.1 Earlier Work and Scenario of the Prototyping System 

Earlier work [10] has shown that by using 1-DEAS  application programming 
interface (API), the  MBS  analysis orientation information produced by 
MECHAMOS could be imported into 1-DEAS.  The orientation information was 
presented in a numerical form and saved in a text file. It consists of 13 columns, i.e. 
1 column represents the time step, and the other 12 columns represent the values of 
the 4*3 transformation matrix of each body. Therefore, the bodies' motions that are 
presented in a numerical form could be visualized in 1-DEAS  with the multi-bodies' 
movements. 

While in this integrated engineering information system, it is possible for 
MECHAMOS, 1-DEAS  to directly share and exchange their data between each other 
at query language level, where no file transfers are needed. For instance, 
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MECHAMOS uses 1-DEAS  geometrical and topological data of solid models as 
input to build mathematical models then 1-DEAS  send queries directly to 
MECHAMOS to retrieve information concerning the  MBS  behaviour and visualizes 
the  MBS  motions. GOOVI can be used to view, query, and update their data  
schemas,  instances, and functions in this federation. In general by using this 
approach, engineering applications within other analysis domains could also have 
possibility to combine and share data between each other to perform 
domain-specific analysis. 

2.2 AMOS II Database Management System 

The AMOS II DBMS, developed at Uppsala University, Sweden, is a main-memory 
resident and object-relational DBMS. Furthermore it is equipped with 
multi-database management facilities making it possible to access and combine data 
from several distributed data sources through a collection of AMOS II servers. 
AMOS II is built upon an extensible object-oriented data model. It makes it simpler 
and more feasible to handle complex data structures, such as data found in  MBS  
analysis. The basic concepts of the data model are types, functions, and objects 
corresponding to classes, methods, and instances in the object-oriented 
programming language. The data model is accessible through AMOSQL, an 
object-oriented query language, which is used to define, populate, query, and update 
the database. AMOS II can further be embedded within other systems by using 
either of its  C,  Java, or LISP interfaces so that applications can take advantage of 
database facilities such as storage management, uniform data model, meta data, 
query language, query processing, and transactions. 

The AMOS II multi-database facilities allow several AMOS II servers to connect 
and communicate over a network where each AMOS II server also is a DBMS of its 
own [11, 12], a simplified architecture is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Application program 

   

        

 

Embedded AMOS II 

   

        

        

 

AMOS II Server 

    

AMOS  Il  
Name Server 

     

       

        

        

AMOS II Server 

Data Source 

Figure 2. Simplified AMOS II multi-database management system architecture 
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This feature is a base for this work since it provides an architecture and 
functionality for engineering data to be integrated over a distributed and 
heterogeneous computing environment. As illustrated in Figure 2, application 
program can access and combine data from distributed data sources via a group of 
AMOS II servers, such as embedded AMOS II, AMOS II servers, and name 

server. The data sources can for example be a RDBMS, a text file, or another 
AMOS II server. In this federation, AMOS II servers manage and integrate 
inter-database requests and data from other servers. A name server which is also an 
AMOS II server manages these AMOS II servers. The name server keeps track of 
the servers since its local database contains the names, locations, and other general 
data regarding the servers. External data is accessed, translated, and combined via 
AMOS II translators or wrappers [13]. Therefore, data that is in different 
representations and located at different data sources can be freely extracted, 
combined, and filtered at the query language level. 

2.3 The MECHAMOS System 

MECHAMOS is a  MBS  analysis tool developed at The Royal Institute of 
Technology, Sweden. It is the combined package of AMOS II, MapleV, and  Matlab.  
In MECHAMOS, MapleV and  Matlab  enable the system to perform  MBS  analysis 
in both numerical and symbolical ways. All the data concerning the  MBS  assembly 
models are fully and easily accessible through the AMOSQL and can be put into a 
suitable form for further analysis. Once a mathematical model of  MBS  is defined in 
MECHAMOS, the user only needs to make certain queries to retrieve information 
concerning the system's behaviour. If the information asked for cannot be found in 
the database, i.e. it has not yet been computed, it will be automatically calculated by 
MECHAMOS. 

2.4 CORBA Standard and MCAE software 1-DEAS 

The common object request broker architecture (CORBA) [14] is one of the most 
commonly used middleware. It was specified by The Object Management Group  
(OMG)  to promote the theory and practice of object technology for developing 
distributed computing systems. CORBA is an architecture and specification for 
creating, distributing, and managing distributed program objects in a network. It 
requires all objects to be expressed in its Interface Definition Language (IDL). User 
can only see the IDL stubs, which is a set of target codes generated by IDL 
compiler, of objects therefore objects can communicate without access detailed 
source code behind. CORBA allows programs running on different platforms at 
different locations and developed by different vendors to communicate over the 
network through its central component, the object request broker (ORB). An ORB 
encompasses all the communication infrastructures necessary to identify and locate 
objects, handle connection management, and deliver data. 
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Based on a shallow evaluation, we think there are two main differences between 
distribution by using CORBA and AMOS II multi-database facility. The first one is 
that CORBA is originally developed for objects representing and communicating 
between different computing platforms rather than data processing. There are not 
database-facilities-like features exist in CORBA, such as indexing. When comes to 
complex problems, it may not as efficient as AMOS II to process data. The other 
difference is that AMOS II uses TCP/IP as the inter-process communication 
transport mechanism and multi-database query optimiser to speed up data 
processing. CORBA uses Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (HOP) to provide 
interoperability with other compatible ORBs. The IIOP is based on TCP/IP but some 
additional layers are defined to transfer CORBA requests between ORBs. It is 
somewhat slower when large amounts of data need to transfer. 

1-DEAS  is one of the major MCAE systems. It supports engineering activities 
such as solid modelling, finite-element simulation, manufacturing simulation, etc. 
Open 1-DEAS  (Of) is a flexible open architecture toolkit used for customizing, 
automating, and integrating custom and third party applications with 1-DEAS  [15]. 
Via Open 1-DEAS,  an external application can access all 1-DEAS  commands and 
functions as well as internal data representations, including all generated 
information such as geometrical and topological data, finite element analysis results. 
Open 1-DEAS  is also an object-oriented client-server implementation. It uses a 
product called Orbix, which is an ORB and complies with CORBA standard, from 
IONA technologies as the base technology. Therefore by using Open 1-DEAS,  
1-DEAS  data can be closely integrated with external applications without 
considering platforms and hosts. 

3. An Integrated  Engineering  Information System for  
MBS  Analysis  

The current work is shown in Figure 3. The aim of the current work is to realize a 
part of central works of the above scenario, i.e. by using AMOS II multi-database 
facilities, embedded feature, and Orbix-based client-server model to 

• access MECHAMOS  MBS  orientation information and transfer them to 
1-DEAS,  then combine 1-DEAS  solid models to visualize the multibody 
system motions 

• access and query 1-DEAS  MBS  data from the embedded AMOS II 

• view and manage the  MBS  data schema with GOOVI 

In this system, the interface program MyApplication connects local Orbix via 
IDL stub and links AMOS IT via its  C  API. On the server side, IDL skeleton, target 
code produced by the IDL compiler at server side, links 1-DEAS  and Orbix together. 
Requests called from Client side are transferred via network and handled by Orbix. 
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Hence, AMOS II is embedded within 1-DEAS  via AMOS II  C  interface and Orbix 
supported by Open 1-DEAS.  The MECHAMOS  MBS  orientation data are populated 
and stored in a remote AMOS II server call AMOS II*. Using AMOS II 
multi-database facilities, these  MBS  data are accessed from the embedded AMOS II 
then transferred to and visualised in 1-DEAS  via Orbix and Open 1-DEAS  functions. 
The detailed description of the system is explained as the following. 

Figure 3. The Prototyping system for integrating  MBS  analysis data where the 
MECHAMOS  MBS  orientation data is populated in AMOS II* 

3.1 Accessing 1-DEAS  Using Orbix 

As described above, external application programs access 1-DEAS  commands and 
internal data by using Orbix. The architecture of accessing 1-DEAS  data is 
illustrated in Figure 4. This is a typical CORBA architecture. 

MyApplication and the embedded AMOS II act as a client application in the 
client-server model. The client application makes the program call, e.g. call method 
to get the inertia values of certain parts, to the client IDL stub. Stub packs the code 
and sends it over the network via Orbix to the remote Orbix server that starts 
concurrently at 1-DEAS  start. The server skeleton unpacks the code and makes the 
appropriate program call. The Orbix object - 01 Server, which is created at the 
Orbix server start up and is also a gateway for other objects, executes the program 
call. OI_Server calls other relevant secondary Open 1-DEAS  servers and inherited 
methods, e.g. command server and GUI server, to perform the remote calls that are 
invoked from the client application. Once the program call is completed at the server 
side, all output and return values are packed and sent back to the client via Orbix. 
The stub unpacks these values and returns them to the client, just as if the client had 
made the program call locally. In the prototyping system, the interface program 
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MyApplication is compiled and runs on WINDOWS 2000, and 1-DEAS  runs on a 
UNIX workstation. 

Embedded AMOS II 
MyApplication 

1-DEAS 
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Interface IDL Skeleton 
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Figure 4. Architecture of accessing 1-DEAS  using Orbix 

3.2 Accessing MECHAMOS  MBS  Orientation Information 

The requests of accessing the  MBS  data that stored in the AMOS II* are sent from 
MyApplication. They are processed and transferred to AMOS II* through the 
embedded AMOS II. There are two ways to communicate with AMOS II from the 
host language of the application: either by using the embedded query interface or the 
fast-path interface. In the embedded query interface, AMOSQL statements can be 
executed from the application by calling an AMOSQL execution procedure that 
takes strings of AMOSQL statements as input. After evaluating the statement, 
AMOS II returns the results. This interface is slower than the fast-path interface 
since the AMOSQL statements are parsed, optimised and compiled on-the-fly. In the 
fast-path interface, predefined and precompiled AMOS II functions can be called 
from the application without the overhead of query processing. This means it can be 
much faster than the embedded query interface, especially when the same expression 
needs to executed repeatedly. In the work both interfaces are used to communicate 
with AMOS II and populate  MBS  analysis data. Fast-path interfaces are utilised on 
the calls that are executed repeatedly to increase execution speed. Embedded query 
interfaces are used to the calls with simple process and only need to execute once. 

Suppose an AMSO II name server MBS_NameServer is running on a host called 
"myhost . luth. se", the AMOS II* can be registered into the multi-database 
federation by doing the following: 

1. start an AMOS II system where  MBS  orientation data are populated 

2. call the AMOSQL function: register( `MBS_DB' , smyhost . luth. se ' ) ; 
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3. start listening for inter-database requests from other AMOS II systems by 
calling the AMOSQL function: listen 0; 

From now, this AMOS II is registered in the federation through the name server 
MBS_NameServer. It serves as a remote AMOS II server called "MBS_DB" where  
MBS  orientation information is stored. It corresponds to the AMOS II* shown in 
Figure 3. The following code snippet shows how to access  MBS  data stored in 
AMOS II* by calling the embedded AMOS II from MyAppl icat ion. 

a_execute (connection, scan, "register ('Embedded  DB',  
'myhost.luth.se');", FALSE); 

a_execute (connection, scan, "ship('MBS_DB', 'select t from 
transform t;')", FALSE); 

In the above code, a_execute is a function of AMOS II  C  interface to pass the 
AMOSQL statement that is between the double quotation marks to AMOS II for 
evaluation, connection is a connection handle, scan is a scan that is associated 
with connection, and results of the query are stored in scan. After evaluation of the 
first statement by AMOS II, the embedded AMOS II is registered as a client 
database called "Embedded  DB"  to the database server "MBS_DB" in the 
multi-database federation. The second one ships the "select...from" statement from 
MyApplicat ion to "MBS_DB" through "Embedded_DB". Thus the  MBS  data stored in 
the remote AMOS II server can be accessed from external application programs 
through the embedded AMOS II. 

3.3 Visualization of the  MBS  Orientation Information 

The  MBS  orientation data are stored in the scan as the results of the above queries. 
The following code illustrates some of the key steps to visualize the above 
numerical data with solid models motions in 1-DEAS:  

double t; 
a_getRow(scan, row, FALSE); 
t = a_getDoubleElem(row,  i,  FALSE); 

errorCode = instanceSequence[  j 	-> ApplyTransform[ trans 1; 

In the above code, row is a tuple handle, a_getRow and a_getDoubleElem are 
functions of AMOS II  C  interface to respectively obtain rows in the scan and the 
ith argument in the row as a double precision floating-point number, trans is a 4*3 
array whose values are assigned by t, ApplyTransform is a method of Open 
1-DEAS  class instanceSequence to apply the input transform to the instance. 
Therefore the  MBS  orientation data presented in MECHAMOS in numerical form 
can be visualized with bodies' motions in 1-DEAS.  

The model from the earlier work, i.e. the lifting system of a wheel loader shown 
in Figure 5, is also used as the multibody system example in the current work. The 
AMOS II* is populated with orientation data that is previously generated by 
MECHAMOS using the same lifting system model. 
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Figure 5. The example of a lifting system of a wheel loader 

Figure 6 shows the result of  MBS  data visualization in 1-DEAS  - two different 
states of the lifting system that are represented by MECHAMOS  MBS  orientation 
data. 

Figure 6. Bodies' motions in 1-DEAS  presenting the numerical form of 
MECHAMOS  MBS  orientation data 

3.4 An  Example of  a  MBS  Analysis  Data  Schema  

The 1-DEAS  model of the lifting system contains necessary information for 
populating the AMOS II database with data such as inertia properties, mass, and 
volume of the bodies as well as orientation information governing the motion of the 
bodies. The current database schema for this example is built upon the existing Open 
1-DEAS  objects representation and is defined using AMOS II types, functions, and 
objects. There are a total of 15 different types defined in the schema that are 
associated by approximately 100 stored, derived, and foreign functions. The 
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extended entity-relationship diagram of the schema is shown in the appendix. Some 
selected types and functions are described below: 

• Instance — defmes a  supertype  for PartInstance and AssemblyInstance. Its 
attributes include ID, name, and level that correspond to label, name, and 
hierarchy number of instances in an 1-DEAS  assembly instance. 

• Transform — represents a 4*3 transformation matrix that is used to hold the 
orientation information of an instance. Two functions, RelativeTransform and 
cumulat iveTrans form, connect this type with the type Instance. When they 
are invoked, two transform objects that respectively represent relative transform 
and cumulative transform of the instance are returned. 

• Property — contains a set of functions to evaluate the type Part, e.g. volume, 
mass, openSurfaceArea, and  sol  idSurfaceArea. By calling certain functions, 
objects representing the centre of gravity and inertia of a part can be accessed. 
This type connects the type Part with the function physicalProperties. 

Furthermore, some other data types, such as 3D_model, assembly, 
configuration, material, boundingBox, inertia and units are also defined 
in the database. 

This data schema takes advantage of the object-oriented data model provided by 
AMOS II and uses the type hierarchy. Therefore, the subtype can inherit all 
functions defined on its  supertype.  A graphical view of the  MBS  analysis database 
schema and some of its instances are shown in Figure 7. This is viewed using the 
multi-database browsing capabilities in GOOVI from a remote AMOS II server. 
GOOVI can also be used to query and update this database and the schema. Type 
Part and Assembly, subtypes of the type 3D_model, inherit all four functions 
defined on the type 3D_model, i.e. Version, Date, and Name. Types are connected 
by a certain set of relevant functions. The type Part has the function 
physicalProperties that returns a type Property. The Property can use the 
function gravityCenter to obtain the gravity centre of a part that is an object of 
type 3D_point. Hereby, by using object-orientation,  MBS  analysis data can be 
naturally and entirely represented and stored in the database without any loss of 
information. 

3.5 Populate and Query 1-DEAS  MBS  Analysis Data 

Based on the similar way as shown in section 3.2, 1-DEAS  MBS  data can be 
populated in the embedded AMOS II. 

sprintf(str, 
"create Part(name, Version) instances :%s (%-s',%d);", 
'pl', 'partl', 2); 

a_execute(connection, scan, str, FALSE); 
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Figure 7. A graphic view, using GOOVI, of the  MBS  analysis database schema in 
AMOS II 

By doing this, the engineering application gains access to general database 
capabilities such as storage management, uniform data model, meta data, query 
language, query processing, and transactions. Users can therefore take advantage of 
object-oriented query language to compose queries for retrieving, combining, 
filtering, and transforming data with very high flexibility. Some examples are shown 
in this section. 

Object identifier (01D) is a unique system-generated identifier used to refer to a 
specific object in the database. The following query gets the OID, Name and the 
latest Version (version number) of each Part that are used in the multibody system. 
This is the simplest query in the work since the name and version of the part are the 
stored functions directly associated with a part object. 

select  p,  name(p), Version  (p)  from part  p;  
<#[OID 819],"Bellcrank",1> 
<#[OID 8371,"Cylinder 2",1> 
<#[OID 8491,"Piston_17,1> 
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<#[OID 825],"Bucket",4> 
<#[OID 831],"Cylinder_1",2> 
<#[OID 843], "Lifting arm",2> 
<#[OID 8551,"Piston_2",1> 
<#[OID 8611,"Push_Rod",2> 

Selecting several items and using related functions could combine associated 
information that belongs to different analysis domains. In the following query, 
partInstance indicates an instance of the part used as a component in the 
assembly, and level indicates the hierarchy number of the partInstance, i.e. 
which level of the assembly it is located at. This query gets the OID, name, 
hierarchy number, creation date, and material of the part instance that is 
associated to the part. 

select pi, name(pi), level(pi), Date(p), name(m) 
from partInstance pi, part  p,  material m 

where owingPart(pi) =  p  and madeOf(p) = m; 

<#[OID 896],"Cylinder_1_32",2,"13-Aug-2000","TMG_STEEL"› 
<#[OID 900],"Cylinder_1_33",2,"13-Aug-2000","TMG_STEEL"› 

Orientation information governs the spatial positions of each instance in an 
assembly. It is represented in 1-DEAS  by a transform that is a 4*3 transformation 
matrix consisting of a 3*3 rotation matrix and a 3*1 translation matrix. One can 
extract the orientation information of a part instance for a specific part in different 
configurations, therefore to evaluate instance trajectories, positions and analyse 
its motion trend. Based on the highly flexible and extensible object-oriented query 
language, AMOSQL, users can freely define AMOS II derived functions in terms of 
other functions to accomplish the above complex requirement. The advantage of 
using derived functions is that by taking advantage of pre-defined functions, queries 
performing complex tasks can be expressed and interpreted in a convenient way. 

create function transforms(partinstance pi) -> transform as 
select trans 

from transform trans, partInstance pi 
where cumulativeTransform(pi) = trans; 

create function position(part  p,  configuration  c)  -> transform t as 
select t 

from part  p,  partInstance pi, transform t, configuration  c  
where owingPart(pi)=p and 

transforms(pi)=t and 
inConfiguration(t)=c; 

position(:Bucket, :configl); 
<#[OID 928]> 

The above query selects the ca) that refer to the object of the type transform 
containing the name, all matrix values of the transform. This transform belongs to 
the part instance whose part is "Bucket" and in the configuration "configl". 
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Furthermore, AMOS II aggregation functions, e.g. count,  maxagg,  and  minagg,  
can be used to compute aggregate values over sets. The following queries calculates 
the total mass [kg] of the whole multibody system, 

create function MASS (part  p)  -> real as 
select mass  (pr)  

from property  pr,  part  p  
where physicalproperties(p) =  pr;  

sum(select MASS(p) 
from part p, partInstance pi  

where  owingPart(pi) = p); 

11930.2 

Adding certain constraints can filter the query results. This is provided by AMOS 
II system functions, e.g. min, max, +, 	*, /. The query below selects the parts, 
their instances for the level with hierarchy number 2, and the mass of their 
corresponding parts that is greater than 2000kg. 

select  p,  name(pi), MASS(p) 
from part  p,  partInstance pi 

where owingPart(pi) =  p  and 
MASS(p) > 2000 and 
level(pi) = 2; 

4[OID 843],"Lifting 
—
arm 21",2407.31> 

<44[OID 843],"Liftingarm-22",2407.31> 
<#[OID 825],"Bucket_40",4087.84> 

It is not actually necessary to store all types of  MBS  analysis data in the database 
since AMOS II derived or foreign functions can be defined to compute them. 
Foreign function is one of the most important features to extend AMOS II 
functionality. It can be implemented in an external programming language such as  
C,  Java, or LISP. A simple example will here illustrate how to define a foreign 
function in AMOS II using  C  as the implementation language. 

In the  C  code, a simple foreign function calculating part density is defined as, 

a_extfunction("density_foreign", density_c); 
a_execute(connection, scan, 

"create function calculate density(real mass, real  vol)  -> real 
calculate_density as Foreign 'density_foreign';",FALSE); 

where density_foreign is an identifier for the foreign function, density_c is a  C  
function where the density of a part is calculated, and calculate_density is the 
AMOS II foreign function name. 

void density_c(a_callcontext cxt, a_tuple t) 
{ 

double v, m, d; 
m = a_getdoubleelem(t, 0, FALSE); 

a getdoubleelem(t, 1, FALSE); 
d = m7v; 
a_setdoubleelem(t, 2, d, FALSE); 
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a_emit(cxt,t,FALSE); 
return; 

The following are the AMOSQL statements to associate this foreign function 
with AMOS II function, 

create function Density(part  p)  -> real  d  as 
select calculate_density(MASS(p),volume(p)); 

Density (:Bucket); 
7820.0 

The above query takes part as input and returns density of the given part. In this 
query, AMOS II foreign function calculate_density is one of the  C  functions in 
the application program. It binds with the derived function Density and takes mass 
and volume of the part as inputs to calculate density. When the function Density is 
called, calculate_density will be invoked through a mechanism provided by the 
AMOS II  C  interface. After calculating, it returns the result — the value of part 
density. 

4 	Conclusions and Future Work 

Product development requires product information to be communicated and 
integrated between computer-based analysis tools in a globally distributed and 
heterogeneous computing environment. Generally, engineering information involve 
a higher level of complexity than information that is found in traditional database 
system for administrative applications. The product development process normally 
involves a large set of different software programs that run on different platforms. 
This raises a demand to be able to access product data in a system- and 
application-independent manner. Thus, it should be possible to integrate product 
data in such a distributed and heterogeneous EIS environment. 

This paper shows how modern database technology can be used to support the 
integration of engineering information, specifically concerning multibody system 
analysis information. The example provided shows how to use an object-relational 
database management system as an embedded DBMS to efficiently integrate and 
manage  MBS  analysis information. It also shows how to obtain  MBS  analysis 
information from an engineering data source in a distributed environment using a 
CORBA-based client-server model. 

The benefits of this work include: 

1. Integrate engineering information between different analysis domains. Although 
we only focus on the data integration on multibody system analysis domain, in 
general this approach is also applicable to integrate engineering information 
between other analysis domains such as FEA, CFD. 
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2. The integration of the systems is accomplished at the query language level. This 
means that the applications are closely integrated and no file transfers are needed. 

3. Engineering data can be stored entirely without losing information since the 
extensible object-oriented data model naturally fits with the object-oriented data 
structure as found in engineering data. 

4. All the data is immediately accessible through the query language, meaning that 
users have high flexibility to retrieve, combine, filter, and transform the data that 
originate from different representations and data sources from different domains. 
This is much harder to achieve in, for example, the MCAE system itself. 

Currently solid models and mathematical models have to be built independently 
in 1-DEAS  and MECHAMOS, i.e. there is no connection concerning the geometrical 
data of 1-DEAS  solid models and mathematical models in MECHAMOS. It is user 
who maps them together. Furthermore the  MBS  analysis data queried by 1-DEAS  is 
pre-generated by MECHAMOS and stored in one AMOS II database. The future 
work should enable the two systems to be integrated seamlessly, i.e. MECHAMOS 
uses geometrical data of 1-DEAS  solid models to build mathematical models and 
1-DEAS  sends queries directly to MECHAMOS to retrieve information concerning 
the  MBS  behaviour and visualizes the  MBS  motions. 

STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product model data) is a well-known ISO 
standard aiming at neutrally and system-independently describing products 
throughout their life cycle. A large benefit can be gained by introducing STEP 
standard to DBMS area as STEP provides widely-accepted and mature data 
representation for engineering data to be accessed, combined and exchanged from 
applications. However considerations on balancing data representation and data 
processing between STEP and database technology should be further addressed in 
order to both represent and process data efficiently. The further development of this 
work should be adding the STEP layer between the two systems. Therefore the  MBS  
data generated by MECHAMOS and 1-DEAS  could be investigated as standardized 
plug-in in a integrated EIS. 
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Distribution and Synchronization of Engineering 
Information Using an Active Peer-to-Peer 
Mediating Database Management System 
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Abstract 

In engineering collaborative work, team members working with engineering 
analysis tools, such as Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) 
systems, need to share and exchange design ideas. This work presents an active 
database management system approach to enable exchange of engineering 
information among distributed team members in a timely manner. The 
distributed data is automatically synchronized between different places using a 
database management system that support ECA database rules and data 
mediation. Only the changes at one place are distributed to other places, which 
minimise the information transfer and enhance the performance. Members 
working at different locations can therefore interactively manipulate the same set 
of information at the same time. 

Keywords: active database management system, ECA database rule, data 
mediator, data synchronization, engineering information 

1 Introduction 
Design of modem products is often an outcome of work collaboration. 
Normally, single designer can no longer manage the entire development effort 
due to the complexity of products. Besides, designers are often involved in 
distributed work due to different work locations. Distributed work is also 
supported by computer-based tools that enable the usage of computer networks, 
e.g. Internet. One typical example is shown in figure 1, geographically 
distributed team members as experts in their own engineering domains, e.g. 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Finite Element Method  (FEM),  Multi-
Body System Analysis  (MBS),  Computer Aided Design (CAD), work together 
towards a same goal. 

These works are often dependent, a minor modification made by one 
member in one domain may greatly affect down-stream work of other members 
in other domains. For example, changes in the CAD solid models may affect 
CFD and  MBS.  Moreover, individual designer can improve their designs by 
considering other members' suggestions, especially when they design the same 
product model. It is therefore very important to share and exchange engineering 
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information between team members in a distributed collaborative work 
environment. 

One alternative to achieve this is to use software, such as Net0P,  
Netmeeting,  and Sunforum. These programs distribute the screen image and 
offer limited access to change information remotely. Only one person can 
change the information at a time, and the change access is controlled by the 
engineer at the host. The information is also restricted to one location, which 
means that the information is only available at the host. 

Another alternative is that the members distribute the whole model file 
among one another. One problem with this is to make sure that everyone has 
the latest model. This approach can also become very time consuming if the 
models are huge and there are many members, because every time the model is 
changed the whole model must be transferred. 

This work presents an active database approach to enable geographically 
distributed team members to exchange engineering information in a timely 
manner. The distributed information is automatically synchronized between 
different places, i.e. the data that is changed at one location is identified and 
then distributed to other locations using active database technology. Designers 
working at different locations can therefore interactively manipulate the same set 
of information at the same time. Database Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules 
and mediator facility are used to identify and distribute the changes.  

       

       

       

  

FEM  

   

  

network 

       

       

       

       

       

MBS CAD 

Figure 1, Collaborative work involving several engineering domains 

2 Distributed Engineering Information Environment 
The usage of virtual prototypes has put new demands on the information 
availability and it is even greater for distributed development teams that are 
frequent in large enterprises. Development teams within a large enterprise 
company is not situated at a single site, but rather distributed to a number of 
sites. 
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Distributed development teams are often the outcome of company 
acquisitions or joint development efforts for larger contracts. The work structure 
and computer support within these different development teams vary, basically 
due to their history, in terms of work metrology, computer hardware and 
computer software. In this paper the main focus is on the computer support. 
Differences in computer support make it difficult to share and exchange 
engineering information and makes it difficult to efficient distribute the 
development. There are number of efforts and technologies to narrowing the 
gaps between computer hardware and software. Two technologies are used 
within this work, Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
and Peer to Peer (P2P) 

2.1 CORBA - Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [1] is the Object 
Management Group's  (OMG)  answer to the need for interoperability among 
the rapidly proliferating number of hardware and software products available 
today. It is an architecture that enables distributed program objects to 
communicate between one another regardless of what programming language 
they were written in or what operating system they're running on. CORBA is 
one of the most important specifications to support integration, share, and 
exchange of engineering information, especially concerning object technology. 

CORBA communicate objects via its central component Object Request 
Broker (ORB) that provides broker services, such as target object location, 
connection management, message delivery and method binding, between clients 
and servers. Clients send requests to ORB asking for services provided by 
certain server (regardless of platforms) and the ORB locates the server, passes 
the message, receives the result, and delivers it back to the clients. The 
functionality, not implementation, of an object is described by Interface 
Definition Language (IDL) which is a host language dependent and declarative 
language. IDL language has mapping standards to major programming language, 
such as  C, C++,  Java and Lisp. CORBA therefore provides programmers a 
transparent way to communicate objects in a heterogeneous, distributed 
environment. 

2.2 Peer-to-peer 

Peer to peer (P2P) is a distributed computing model and it uses a decentralised 
architecture. Every entity in the network, referred to as a peer, can either 
request a service or provide a service. This means that a P2P network distributes 
information among the peers instead of concentrating it at a single server, as in a 
client/sever computing model. This paradigm offers exciting advantages in 
information sharing [2, 3], which means that it is suitable to use P2P computing 
model in collaborative work environment. For instance, geographically 
distributed team of engineers, designers, or scientists could directly share and 
exchange technical documents, drawings and models. They could broadcast 
changes to working documents to all team members and discuss them with 
instant messaging services [4]. 
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3 Database Technology for Engineering Applications 
Besides the numeric and short symbolic data that traditional Database 
Management Systems (DBMSs) deal with, engineering and scientific 
applications have more complicated requirements. Some of the characteristics 
concerning database technology for engineering applications are more complex 
structures for objects and longer-duration transactions. To meet these kinds of 
new requirements, new generations of DBMS and associated tools have been 
developed. Some typical new features needed by advanced engineering 
applications include object-oriented data models, active rules and database 
wrapper-mediators. Modern database technology is expected to play an 
important role in engineering information systems in the future [5]. 

3.1 Object Database Technology 

Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) uses relational data model to 
store data in the database. In many cases relational DBMS has limitations to 
efficiently manage data of engineering applications and scientific computing as 
they usually require more complicated data structures, representations and 
operations. Object-Oriented Database Management Systems (00DBMSs) were 
proposed to meet the needs of these more complex applications. OODBMS 
support richer and more extensible data models, such as object- oriented data 

models. The first generation OODBMSs are seamlessly integrated with their 
corresponding Object-Oriented programming language and fit well with some 
naturally occurring hierarchies in nature and in organizations, but it is too 
limited and rigid in terms of built-in hierarchical paths in the data [6] and do not 
include several RDBMS features such as a complete declarative query language, 
meta data management, views [7] and so on. 

The current research trend in database community is on the second generation 
OODBMS, called Object-Relational Database Management Systems 
(ORDBMS) [5]. ORDBMS combines many features of the object data model 
and languages into the relational data model. It therefore has features from both 
RDBMS and OODBMS, e.g. object identifier, query language supporting 00 
data models, triggers, etc. Companies in the RDBMS market have released 
products in this area including, IBM, Oracle. Also many research prototypes 
have been built, where some of the most well-known are  HP-Iris,  Berkeley-
Postgres and IBM-Starburst. 

3.2 Active database management system 

Traditional database management systems are passive, i.e. data is created, 
retrieved, modified, and deleted only in response to operations issued by users 
or application programs. Active Database Management Systems (ADBMS) are 
event-driven DBMSs. They enhance functionality of traditional DBMSs so that 
they can perform certain operations automatically in response to certain events 
occurring or when certain conditions being satisfied [8]. Active database 
technology uses active rules, called Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules, as an 
integral feature to monitor events that are specified in the rules declaration. 
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When the event occurs and the conditions are satisfied, the corresponding 
actions are executed. Hence, active database systems can recognize specific 
situations and react to them without direct explicit user or application requests 
[9]. 

Using active database approach in engineering fields has been discussed, 
investigated and it is shown that it is useful for timely applications. S. Martin 
specified the requirements that Computer Integrated Manufacturing  (CIM)  and 
telecommunications networks demand on the database technology and 
presented some scenarios using ADBMS within these two fields [10, 11].  Sten  F. 
Andler et al. introduced a method for the distribution of functions in a real-time 
control system using ADBMS [12].  D.  Roller et al. developed an active database 
approach to increase productivity of the design process by informing designers 
about the correlations to parallel work and by practising collaborative work [13]. 
Other works [14-17] further show the usage of ADBMS within different fields 
such as process industry, software integration and workflow management. 

3.3 AMOS II — An Active P2P Mediating ORDBMS 

The DBMS used in this work is AMOS II (Active Mediator Object System), 
which is a main-memory resident, object-relational database management 
system developed by Professor Tore Risch and his research group [18]. The 
AMOS II kernel is an object-oriented, open and extensible DBMS, which can 
handle complex data structures such as engineering data. AMOSQL is an 
object-oriented query language for AMOS II used for defining, populating, 
querying and updating the database. AMOSQL has roots in the functional query 
languages OSQL and DAPLEX with extensions of mediation primitives, multi-
directional foreign functions, late binding, active rules, etc [19]. Furthermore, 
since the AMOS II mediator DBMS is main-memory resident and light weight, 
it is feasible to embed it into other systems, e.g. MCAE system, by using its  C,  
Java, or LISP interfaces. The system functions can therefore be extended with 
the DBMS facilities such as storage management, uniform data model, query 
language, query processing, etc. 

The AMOS II data model consists of three basic concepts objects, types and 
functions corresponding to instances, classes and methods in object-oriented 
programming language. Basic functions can be classified into stored, derived, 
foreign, proxy functions and also database procedures. Stored functions represent 
properties of objects stored in the database and proxy functions represent 
functions in other databases. The Derived functions, database procedures and 
foreign functions are defined or extended using a procedural sublanguage of 
AMOSQL together with external languages, for instance  C,  JAVA or LISP. 

AMOS II is an active DBMS and the rules are first-class objects and of type 
"rule". AMOS II supports rules like ECA, Event-Action (EA) and Condition-
Action (CA). The AMOS II rule processor handles rule creation, deletion, 
activation, deactivation, tracing and execution with the corresponding 
AMOSQL commands, which are create rule, delete rule, activate rule, deactivate rule, 
trace_rules 0 and ruleCheck 0. The events that can be specified in AMOS II are 
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updated, added, removed, created and deleted. The updated, added and removed event 
types monitor changes to stored and derived functions. The created and deleted 
event types monitor the creation and deletion of an object instance. Events can 
also be composite. 

The following simple example illustrates AMOS II rule usage on a stored 
function. This rule guarantees that nobody who works at the toy department  d  
earns more than his manager: 

create rule no_high(department  d)  as 
from employee  e  
on updated (income(e)) 
when department(e) =  d  and income(e) > income(manager(d)) 
do set income(e) 	income(manager(e)); 

activate rule no_high(:toy_department); 

Furthermore, AMOS II is a P2P mediating system where AMOS II 
mediator servers communicate over the internet using a TCP/IP socket-based 
protocol. AMOS II mediator servers have DBMS facilities, such as a local 
database, a data dictionary, a query processor, transaction processing and remote 
access to databases. One limitation is that a mediator server currently can not be 
reverted to a mediator client. AMOS II uses wrapper approach to interface data 
sources with other representation formats, i.e. wrapper has knowledge of other 
data sources, such as relational data sources, XIVIL and STEP/EXPRESS. Above 
AMOS II features make it possible to access, combine, and manipulate data 
from different and distributed data sources through AMOS II peer mediators. 

4 Distribution and Synchronization of Engineering 
Information - An Example 
This work, utilizes AMOS II to simplify the design of a product within a 
development process. The goal is that engineers at different locations can work 
with the same model at the same time. Some of the information is automatically 
synchronised between different places, which means that changes at one 
location are actively identified and then automatically transferred to other 
locations where the MCAE systems are synchronised. This makes it possible for 
multi-users to interactively manipulate the same set of information. 

4.1  EDS  1-DEAS  

This work uses  EDS  1-DEAS  to design and assembly solid models. 1-DEAS,  
which is a MCAE system, supports product design activities such as solid 
modelling, Finite Element Analysis  (FEM)  and manufacturing simulation. I-
DEAS has an Application Program Interface (API) called Open 1-DEAS,  which 
is used for automating, customizing and interfacing 1-DEAS.  It is a CORBA-
based API which enables users to build client-server applications to directly 
access to and manipulate 1-DEAS  data without considering platforms and hosts. 
In this work AMOS II runs on a PC with WINDOWS 2000 and 1-DEAS  runs 
on a Sun/Solaris workstation. Open 1-DEAS  is used to access and download I-
DEAS model data to the ADBMS — AMOS II. 
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4.2 A Demonstration System 

A demonstration system has been built to study the distribution and 
synchronization of engineering information, as shown in figure 2. The system 
consists of one AMOS II Name Server and several peers that are located at 
different places. Each peer has two AMOS II mediators embedded into 1-DEAS.  
The mediator is used to store the CAD data, identify changes, notify other peers 
and receive changes. The embedded mediators use the Name Server and the 
network to communicate between peers. After registering to the Name Server 
which keeps track of the peers, AMOS II mediators can directly communicate 
to one another since the Name Server provides the names, locations, and other 
general data regarding the mediators. The following subsections state in respect 
of data change identification, peer detection, data distribution and MCAE 
system synchronization. Aspects on embedding AMOS II mediator to 1-DEAS  
and application of external data to 1-DEAS  can be found in earlier work [20]. 

peer 1 	 peer 2 

1-DEAS  

Embedded 
Mediators 

 

1-DEAS  

 

   

 

Embedded 
Mediators 

 

Embedded 
Mediators 

1-DEAS  

peer fl 

Figure 2, The demonstration system architecture 

To simplify the design work of the system, we assume all peers start with the 
same solid model, in this case perforator modelled and assembled in 1-DEAS,  
shown in figure 3. This model consists of several parts, handle, gears, peorating 
heads, and ruler. When handle is pressed down, gears of the handle drive peübrating 
heads to punch holes in paper. Ruler is used to centre the holes on the paper. 

The objective to be monitored in this work is part orientation information. 
Orientation information governs the spatial positions of each part instance in an 
assembly. It is represented in 1-DEAS  by a 4*3 transformation matrix of double 
precision values consisting of a 3*3 rotation matrix and a 1*3 translation matrix, 
shown in Equation. (1). 

By using Open I-IDEAS and AMOS II  C  interface, all the 12 values in the 
matrix can be directly accessed in 1-DEAS  and stored in AMOS II for 
identifying changes later on. Figure 4 shows a simplified flowchart of working 
procedures performed on the side where solid model is modified. 



handle 

perforating head 

start sync download 
data  

Figure 3, Solid model of the perforator 
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Figure 4, Simplified flowchart of working procedures for change identification 

4.2.1 Data Changes Identification in ADBMS 

When an engineer, for instance at peer 1, completes adjusting positions on the 
parts of the perforator, the orientation data of all the parts belonging to this 
assembly is downloaded to the embedded AMOS II mediator where change 
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identification is performed. Stored functions, foreign functions and rules in AMOS II 
are used to actively identify changes. 

As shown below, the ANIOS II type transform is created as a subtype of type 
MCAE_object, which property includes need_update and name. The type transform 
therefore inherits its properties, i.e. need_update and name. 

create type MCAE_object properties (need update boolean, name charstring); 
create type transform under MC  object; 

The following code creates a function to update element Tx  in Eq. 1. Here  e  
is a small real number to map the decimal precision of 1-DEAS  or computer 
rounding precision. If I Tx  (b)-  Tx (a) I  >e,  which means Tx(b) (the value Tx  of the 
original transform  b)  is not equal to Tx(a) (Tx  of newly downloaded transform a), 
it will be replaced by the new value. The character s is a return value to inform 
the user about the id of the changed value. 

create function update_Tx(transform  b,  transform a)-> charstring s as 
if abs(Tx(b)-Tx(a))>e 

then begin 
set Tx(b)=Tx(a); 
set s=.Tx.; 
result s; 

end; 

The following function is called to update the 1*3 translation matrix by 
using the stored functions update_Tx, update_Ty and update_Tz. The functions 
update_Ty and update_Tz are similar to update_Tx shown above to respectively 
update element Ty and Tz. After being updated, the attribute need_update of the 
transform is set to be "true". 

create function updateTranslation(transform  b,  transform a)->charstring  c  as 
if Tx(b)!=Tx(a) or Ty(b)!=Ty(a) or Tz(b)!=Tz(a) 

then begin 
set c=update Tx(b,a); 
set c=c+updaEe_Ty(b,a); 
set c=c+update_Tz(b,a); 
set need_update(b)=true; 
result  c;  

end; 

The following AMOS II EA rule is used to identify changes on the CAD 
data. By calling stored functions, this rule identifies if the newly created 
transform differs from the original one. Here, updateRotation is a similar function 
to update Translation to update the 3*3 rotation matrix in Eq. 1. 

create rule updateTransform(transform  b)  as 
from transform a, charstring  c  
on created(a) 

do begin 
set  c=  updateTranslation(b,a); 
set  c=  c+updateRotation(b,a); 
delete a; 
result  c;  

end; 

In the following code, MCAE_server represents the MCAE system to which 
the AMOS II mediator is embedded. If the attribute need_update of 
MCAE server is true, i.e. engineer made some modifications in this CAD model, 
the ECA rule check_MCAE_Server calls a foreign function notifyMediators to 
notify other AMOS II mediators about the changes. 
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create type MCAE server under MCAP object; 
create rule check MCAE Server (MCA_server s) as 

on updated (need uPaate(s)) 
when need update(s)=true 

do 	— 
notifyMediators(); 

end; 

4.2.2 Peer Detection and Data Distribution 

When changes are identified, the foreign function notifyMediators detects 
interested peers and sends them the transforms that have been updated. The 
basic idea is straight: it firstly queries the AMOS II name server about the 
registered mediators, i.e. which mediators have registered on the name server; it 
then collects all the transforms that have been updated and sends to the 
registered mediators except the name sewer and itself. 

4.2.3 MCAE System Synchronization 

AN1OS II is listening to inter-database requests from other AMOS II systems 
when it is at "listen" mode. In this example, the AMOS II mediators are at 
"listen" mode all the time so that they immediately respond to a notification. 
After being notified, it calls foreign functions to receive data and then transfer 
the data to the MCAE system by using Open 1-DEAS,  as shown in figure 5. 
Consequently engineer at any peer can immediately observe changes made by 
other engineers. 

INPUT 
EMBEDDED 
MEDIATOR OUTPUT 

   

call foreign use API to data 
changes functions to 

receive data 
apply the data 

to MCAE 
MCA 

Figure 5, MCAE system synchronization 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
In engineering collaborative work, team members working with engineering 
analysis tools, such as Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE) 
systems, need to share and exchange design ideas. This work presents an active 
database approach to enable exchange of engineering information among 
distributed team members in a timely manner. A prototyping system is built 
where engineers working with a MCAE system at different locations can 
interactively work on the same solid model at the same time. Modern database 
technology supports the information management and communication between 
team members and MCAE systems. By embedding a database management 
system that supports ECA rules, peer-to-peer model and mediation, changes 
made in one MCAE system are actively identified and only the changes are 
distributed to other peer MCAE systems. Therefore, the information that resides 
in the distributed MCAE systems is automatically synchronized. 
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Some benefits for the product development include the followings: 

• This approach improves the design work efficiency since the necessary 
data transfer is minimized by sending only the changes to other team 
members. This differs from the traditionally approach where team 
members distribute the model file among one another. It is time 
consuming if the models are large or there are many members, because 
every time the model is changed (even if the changes are minor) the 
whole model has to be transferred. 

• This approach ensures all the team members have up-to-date information 
as ECA rules actively monitor the data, and database mediators 
immediately response the inter-database requests. This is particularly 
useful for the time-critical or event-driven applications. 

• The performance of data change identification can be high because it is 
in the main memory that the data is resident and the operations are 
executed. This is suitable to performance-critical engineering applications. 

• Differs from the approach where members have limited access to 
remotely change information which is transferred by screen-image--
transfer software and controlled by the remote host, this method offers 
team members the full access to the data since the data is resident locally. 

The following issues will be considered in further development: 

• More completed mechanisms shall be developed to handle dynamic 
situations. For instance, how to bring users up-to-date when they have 
been disconnected or join the group from scratch, and how to manage 
access control when multi-users synchronize at the same time. 

• More generic rules need to be developed to handle change identification 
on  MBS  orientation information as well as other types of engineering 
information, so the system can be maintained easier. 

• Version control ability. Users should have possibility to go back to older 
versions of the product if the current change does not fulfil the 
requirements. 

• Combine data from different data sources. It is desirable to combine 
relevant data from different data sources by taking advantage of P2P 
computing model. The Database wrapper-mediator approach is expected 
to be helpful to support interfacing with different engineering design 
systems. 

• Include more CAD data to be synchronised. One possibility is to 
synchronise information defining parameterised models, where a limited 
number of features are used to define the shape of the object. 
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